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o Let FT be the factors of variations in a hypothetical dataset, T

o Suppose that we have multimodal data A and data B such that  

→ and             for FA and FB, respectively as in 

o Let useful F be       and        :                   and 

o Learning problem addressed:                      or

Results on BU-3DFE facial expression [2] and Washington RGB-D

object classification datasets are given in Tables 1, 2 & 3.

o For RGB data, pre-trained VGG-16 and ResNet50 are used.

o For depth maps, training a small from scratch performs better.

o Learning the fusion of latent representations improves results.

Alignment

o Gate transformation, G, on F given as                        [1]; where 

transformation on F using weight W, bias θ and Sigmoid function φ

o Fusion outcome is given as                                                       , 

where      is the concatenation operation

Fig.2. Proposed data dependent fusion of latent representations, 

FA and FB extracted using DNN-A and DNN-B, respectively

Abstract

Multimodal learning leverages data from different modalities to

improve model performance. However, the informativeness of the

different data modalities can easily vary across a collected dataset.

As such, naively (directly) fusing the latent representations obtained

for different modalities may burden the model in finding concise

representations that are indeed useful for learning. In this paper, we

propose to instead learn the fusion of latent representations for

multimodal data by using a modality gating mechanism that allows

the dynamic weighting of extracted latent representations based on

their informativness. Experiments using the BU-3DFE facial expression

recognition and the Washington RGB-D object classification datasets

show that learning the fusion of the latent representations for

different data modalities leads to improved model generalization.

Background and problem statement

Proposed approach and contribution

Table.1. BU-3DFE RGB-D dataset results with 10-fold CV

Table.2. Results comparison on BU-3DFE dataset

Table.3. Washington RGB-D dataset results with 5-fold CV

The latent representations extracted from the different

modalities are typically fused via naïve fusion (i.e. direct

concatenation); we show that this can even hurt model

performance. Instead, we propose to allow the model to learn a

data driven fusion stage using a gate mechanism that filters latent

representations from multimodal data. Experimental results on

two different datasets validate the proposed fusion approach.

Conclusion
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Fig.1. Direct fusion using RGB & Depth images from BU-3FE dataset


